Instructions for Dry Cell Battery Mail back Program

Contents:

1 – Box
1 – Pail with lid
1 – Plastic liner
1 – Zip tie

Preparation Instructions:

1. *KEEP ORIGINAL SHIPPING BOX FOR RETURN*
2. Insert liner into pail
3. *DO NOT mix LITHIUM BATTERIES and other DRY CELL BATTERIES together in pail.*
4. Battery pail can contain the following combination of batteries ONLY: Alkaline (all sizes), lantern, NiCd (Nickel Cadmium), and/or Nickel Metal Hydride. *DO NOT INCLUDE LITHIUM BATTERIES.*
5. Place tape over each terminal of the battery or place battery in its own plastic bag and close the bag

Packing Instructions:

1. Place prepared battery into lined pail.
2. Fill in the accumulation start date in space provided on the pail.
3. Continue filling pail until full. Leave enough space to be able to close liner and secure lid.
4. Close plastic liner with enclosed zip tie.
5. Screw and secure lid onto pail.
6. *DO NOT place more than 50 LBS of batteries inside pail (25 LBS in 1-gallon container) - DO NOT EXCEED WEIGHT*

Shipping Instructions:

1. Place pail into saved box
2. Securely close box with tape. Make sure return-shipping label is exposed on the outside flap.
3. This container should not contain lithium batteries; therefore *NO additional labeling is required.*
4. Call FedEx (888-777-6040) for pickup of box
5. *Box with pail inside CAN NOT weight more than 50 LBS.*